GG 413 INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS & DATA ANALYSIS [3 CR]

- Exploratory Data Analysis
- Error Propagation
- Probability Theory and Statistics
- Statistical Tests
- Curve Fitting and Regression
- Sequence Analysis
- Spectral Analysis
- Analysis of Directional Data

Prerequisites:
Math 242 and GG250 (or the instructor’s consent). Basic linear algebra will be covered in class.

Course Purpose and Content:
Quantitative skills are extremely important in the natural sciences. With the rapid development of remote sensing from satellites and remotely operated vehicles and on-line access via the Internet, the amount of data an engineer and ocean, Earth, or environmental scientist must process and interpret is overwhelming; being able to analyze data on a computer becomes a necessity and often a job requirement. This course is an introductory class on how to quantitatively analyze data in the sciences. Its purpose is to present the fundamentals of exploratory data analysis, elementary probability theory and statistics, interpolation, curve fitting, regression, time-series (sequence and spectral) analysis, and analysis of directional data (e.g., fault strikes, wind directions). Examples on how to use the various techniques on real data sets (including the presence of "outliers" or bad data) will be stressed. Although we will concentrate on ocean, Earth and environmental applications it should be noted that these techniques are general and applicable to all the Sciences. Homework will be assigned, covering both theoretical as well as practical, computer-oriented problems. Computations may be carried out on the GG department's computers using suitable software (e.g., MATLAB, Python, R), or on students’ own laptops. There will be one mid-term and one final exam in addition to the homework problems.

Text:

GG Student Learning Objectives (SLOs):
GG department has defined five learning objectives for the undergraduate degree program related to Relevance of Geology and Geophysics, Technical knowledge, Scientific method, Oral and written skills, and Evaluating Phenomena. This course incorporates content relevant to two of those:

- SLO2: Students can apply technical knowledge of relevant computer applications, laboratory methods, field methods, and the supporting disciplines (math, physics, chemistry, biology) to solve real-world problems in geology and geophysics.
- SLO3: Students use the scientific method to define, critically analyze, and solve a problem in earth science.
Course Goals:
This course will enable students to perform basic data analysis of typical natural science data sets using suitable computer software. The course stresses the importance of knowing uncertainties, how they affect the significance of results, and how to assign confidence limits to computed results. Specific student learning outcomes for the course are to:

- Understand how to apply exploratory data analysis techniques to discover structure in data.
- Learn how measurement errors propagate in calculation of derived quantities.
- Understand concepts of sample, population, distributions, and the central limit theorem.
- Gain experience in performing hypothesis testing for significance.
- Gain familiarity with linear algebra and least squares methods for curve fitting and regression.
- Explore various ways to examine sequential data.
- Understand the principles of spectral analysis and the key concepts aliasing and leakage.
- Become acquainted with statistical estimates and hypothesis testing for directional data.

Students will reach the course SLOs by successfully completing weekly homework and demonstrating factual knowledge at the mid-semester exam and at the final exam. Weaknesses in mathematical preparation will be determined by an early quiz, giving students an opportunity to address such weaknesses as the course progresses.

Assessment and Grading:
Data analysis requires hands-on practice. Accordingly, the course requires weekly problem sets that require a mix of mathematical and computational exercises. The homework problem set is a key component of the class and counts for 60% of the course grade. Homework must be handed in by the due date in order for a student to get full credit, unless a student has a valid excuse and has made arrangements with the instructor to hand it in late. Late homework will receive 50% credit only. If a student anticipates a conflict for exams, he or she must re-schedule the exam prior to the scheduled date. The final grade will be a weighted average of grades for homework (60%), the midterm (20%), and the final exam (20%). Grading will account for overall class performance, individual effort in completing the assignments, and attendance. If a student is concerned about his or her grade they may ask the instructor at any time about their standing.

Class Format:
This is a lecture course with no lab. Students are encouraged to actively ask questions in class, particularly if they do not understand the material being discussed. Most of the important material will be discussed in class, including solutions to problem sets similar to those assigned as homework. Students will get the most out of the lectures if they keep up with the reading and homework assignments. Students are expected to complete most homework assignments using MATLAB, Python or R either in the department’s computer room or on their computer. Supplemental MATLAB functions needed for the assignments will be provided; note this is not a programming course.

Lecture Notes:
The required e-book will be supplemented by handouts, podcasts, and demos. Problem sets will be distributed via Laulima and students will be required to submit homework via the Laulima course website.
Disability Access:
If you have a disability and related access needs the Department will make every effort to assist and support you. For confidential services students are encouraged to contact the Office for Students with Disabilities (known as “Kokua”) located on the ground floor (Room 013) of the Queen Lili'uokalani Center for Student Services:

KOKUA Program; 2600 Campus Road; Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 Voice: 956-7511; Email: kokua@hawaii.edu; URL: http://www.hawaii.edu/kokua

Discrimination:
The University of Hawai’i is committed to providing a learning, working and living environment that promotes personal integrity, civility, and mutual respect and is free of all forms of sex discrimination and gender-based violence, including sexual assault, sexual harassment, gender-based harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. If you or someone you know is experiencing any of these, the University has staff and resources on your campus to support and assist you. Staff can also direct you to resources that are in the community. Here are some of your options:

As members of the University faculty, your instructors are required to immediately report any incident of potential sex discrimination or gender-based violence to the campus Title IX Coordinator. Although the Title IX Coordinator and your instructors cannot guarantee confidentiality, you will still have options about how your case will be handled. Our goal is to make sure you are aware of the range of options available to you and have access to the resources and support you need.

If you wish to remain ANONYMOUS, speak with someone CONFIDENTIALLY, or would like to receive information and support in a CONFIDENTIAL setting, use the confidential resources available here: http://www.manoa.hawaii.edu/titleix/resources.html - confidential

If you wish to directly REPORT an incident of sex discrimination or gender-based violence including sexual assault, sexual harassment, gender-based harassment, domestic violence, dating violence or stalking as well as receive information and support, contact: Dee Uwono Title IX Coordinator (808) 956-2299 i9uhm@hawaii.edu.